ACKER MARKETS FALL 2021 INSIGHTS

FALL 2021 DELIVERS ENORMOUS STRENGTH AND COMPELLING WINE MARKET DYNAMICS
Acker’s Fine and Rare index saw an early and blistering start to the Fall, gaining 7% in September/October and
increasing an impressive 23% YTD. The underlying strength of the market could be seen in Acker’s Liquid 30 Index,
which represents the highest volume-traded wines across Acker’s auction history. The index rose 13% in September and
October of this year, demonstrating that even the most liquid fine wines are seeing significant price gains.
There were two stunning achievements by producer indices of note, Leroy and Rayas, whose price performances both
exceeded 40% for the first two months of the Fall. The insatiable demand for these producers, as well as other strong
performers across Burgundy, Bordeaux, Champagne, Italy, and California, also contributed to an impressive volume
increase of 68% YOY in Acker’s retail sales.

BURGUNDY STRENGTH CONTINUES WITH
MORE GAINS EXPECTED
The strength of Burgundy’s top performers continued in the Fall and the start of November sees no slowdown as
insatiable demand for the top producers, some highlighted below, continues unabated.

COLLECTOR DEMAND INCREASED FOR THE
V I N TA G E S O F T H E PA S T T W O D E C A D E S ( 2 0 0 0 ’ S )
The most interesting price movements came from Acker’s 2000’s indices across a variety of producers and regions. Of
the top 25 performing indices this Fall, over 30% represented vintages from 2000 to today. These indices on average
produced over 20% returns for September and October.
Contributing factors for this recent uptick in demand include shrinking forward supply, investors shifting down the wine
price curve for value, the general price inflation of many assets, and continued new entrants into the fine and rare wine
market. Interestingly, a new factor is adding to overall demand: climate change.
The realistic possibility of climate change affecting supply, vintage quality, and production processes including
potential grape varietal changes, has added to long term concerns about the future supply of fine wine. These
concerns have been a topic of conversation among producers themselves, so it is worthwhile for collectors and
investors to vigilantly observe and react to the impact climate change is having on the vineyards of the world.

A S S E T P R I C E S A R E AT A N A L L - T I M E H I G H
As we begin November, US stocks are at an all-time high, as are many assets across the world, including fine wine. There
are inflation and asset bubble concerns throughout the financial media, which are being attributed to liquidity, and the
recent infrastructure bill passage will only add to further market stimulus. Cryptocurrencies, specifically Bitcoin, endured a
strong correction earlier in the year and have rebounded to new highs over the past two months, with volatility expected
to remain high.
The market for fine and rare wine remains robust, and there is nothing in the technical data tea leaves that suggests
impending change. We see the wine market, at minimum, holding its gains throughout the year with the strongest
producers continuing to outperform existing market indices.

To explore Acker Markets, visit our website or learn
more about the platform via this helpful tutorial.

